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Dear AIIA Family, Friends, Readers —
The first quarter of 2021 witnessed the demise of what was no doubt the most 
influential Christian apologetics ministry in the world — RZIM — as the result 
of serious long-term ongoing (and presumably unrepentant) immoral conduct 
by its founder and leader. So now the work of promoting and 
practicing Christian apologetics has become even more the 
responsibility of every believer (1 Peter 3:15) and of many 
other less-noted apologetics organizations — including AIIA. 
The links to a number of these ministries are listed on our web-
site at AIIAInstitute.org/resources/valuable-links. We encourage 
you, whether you’re a believer or not, to explore those sites this month. 
Big ministries and dynamic speakers cannot guarantee integrity. But in this 
case, in the providence of God, there may yet prove to be an upside to what 
initially struck many of us as a totally awful development. God is an expert at 
using evil for His own good purposes: think crucifixion to resurrection. Here 
at AIIA we want to be on board with His plan, marching onward in the great 
battle for truth through our thoughtletter (a bimonthly vitamin pill for the mind) 
and every other means at our disposal. Engage your brain and travel with us.

Apologetics Thought-Provoker
“Many people entertain the idea that Christianity, 
like almost any other religion, is basically a system 
of beliefs — you know, a set of doctrines or a 
code of behavior, a philosophy, an ideology. But 
that's a myth. Christianity is not at all like Budd-
hism or Islam or Confucianism. The founders of 
those religions said (in effect), 'Here is what I 
teach. Believe my teachings. Follow my philos-

 phy.' Jesus said, 'Follow Me.' (Matthew 9:9)  Leaders of the world's religions 
said, 'What do you think about what I teach?' Jesus said, 'Who do you say I 
am?' (Luke 9:20)” ― Josh McDowell in Don’t Check Your Brains at the Door.

What’s Your Apologetics IQ?
We encourage every reader (Christian or not) to write out your best response to the 
following question or objection before flipping the paper over to read our response. This 
is an opportunity to test your acumen in Christian apologetics. Even if you’re not a
believer it will allow you to measure how well you understand the Christian position.
My nine-year old son wants to know: “Why did God make the world 
so dangerous? You know — with all the bad storms and fires and stuff?”
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On the Agenda — at AIIA’s Study Center in Maine and elsewhere.
! May 1, 2021 | So the Next Generation Will Know. We’ll review a brand new eight-part DVD-based curriculum 

by J. Warner Wallace and Sean McDowell that focuses on reaching Generation Z with a Biblical Worldview.

! June 5, 2021 | The Red Sea Miracle, Part 1. We plan to review a recently-released DVD-based production by 
Timothy Mahoney of Patterns of Evidence. A review of Part 2 will follow on July 3. Call to reserve a seat.

Two Worthy New Apologetics Resources!
! Another Gospel? Alisa Childers (© 2020). A powerful response to “progressive” Christianity.
! Every Believer Confident. Mark J. Farnham, PhD; professor of apologetics at LBC (© 2019)

Here’s Our Answer to this Issue’s Apologetics IQ Test
QUESTION:  I have an 9-year old son who recently asked me: “Why did God make the world so dangerous? 
You know, with all the bad storms and fires and stuff?” How should I answer his question?

ANSWER:  First of all, I would affirm him for asking such a thoughtful question. We need to 
encourage thoughtful faith in our children and grandchildren. Then I might ask him why he 
assumes that God made the world so dangerous. I would have him read Genesis 1:31 and 
ask him to describe what Eden must have been like at first. If he then asks what went wrong 
I would have him read Genesis 3:18.  I’d explain the effects of sin in our world — then and 
now. I would also explain that sometimes powerful weather events serve a good and useful 
purpose, such as lightening which produces ozone, and adds nitrogen to the soil, which 
helps plants to grow. That may lead to more questions, such as: How does God feel when 
He sees people suffer? For more complete answers to all these questions and others, see 
a newly-revised version of this archived February 2006 thoughtletter on AIIA’s website:

The Maine Witmer Family Report
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An	album	and	diary	of	one	family’s	effort	to	anchor	the	business	of	life	in	the	bedrock	of	truth.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We’re never too old to learn, right? Since I was last in touch with you here in this paper, I’ve learned: 1) That 
WD-40 stands for ‘Water-Displacement, 40th formula’ (Thanks, Tim!); That 2) anthropopathism is the attribution 
of human emotions to God, who is actually impassible because He is immutable; 3) That saltless Ritz crackers 
are even more tasteless than saltless Saltines; and 4) That when it comes to ambivalence it’s often best to keep 
an open mind. Oh, yes — I think that I’ve also now finally learned how to spell Wensday, neice, and cemetary.

On March 27 I went into a stationery store and said to the clerk, "I'd like a nice fountain pen; today is my wife's 
birthday." The clerk smiled and said, "A little surprise, huh?" I said, "Yeah, she's expecting a Caribbean cruise." 
No, actually, I made that up. But what I am not making up is that when Bobby & Elicia Roy of Southwick MA, 
friends of AIIA (though we’ve only ever met once) who own/operate Omega Pens 
(info@omegapens.com), learned that Mary’s birthday was on March 27, they sent 
her an beautiful high-calibre top-end custom-made pen. How very thoughtful! 
(Uh, Bobby, just in case you’re reading this, my birthday is also coming up soon.)

My son Stephen recently recommended that I read Gentle & Lowly: The Heart of 
Christ for Sinners and Sufferers, by Dane C. Ortland. Powerful. Moving. Read it!

Seven years ago many of you prayed for our youngest grandson, John Wyatt, when 
he was born with a serious heart defect (HLHS). He’s undergone numerous surgeries,
but is doing great. On March 22 he headed out the door for his first day of school!

This Spring Mary and I are giving thought to tearing up our lawn and planting only 
weeds and dandelions. Then if the grass takes over we'll just learn to live with it.

VISIT AIIA’S WEBSITE TODAY for the latest listing of our complete 2021 schedule of events — 
including details, dates, times, and topics. While there, be sure to click the slideshow on the home page, read 

the blogs, and view the most recent videos created through AIIA’s new initiative, ANCHOR NEW ENGLAND.
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